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The Committee to End Homelessness in Victoria 

Meeting Minutes 

August 28, 2013 

Chair:  David Tat 

Minutes: Trudy 

Present:   Joyanna, Sandra, Heather, Diana, Susan, Derek, Seb 

Guests: Stan Lowe (Police Complaints Commissioner), Luauna Selman (Commission Outreach 
Services) 

1. Thanks to Lkwungen people for allowing us to meet on their territory. 

2.  Code of Conduct- read aloud 

3.   News from the Street: 

• Inspections for ‘bugs’ seemed to have decreased lately at View Towers. Apparently some 
80 people may have been evicted in the last few months. Can’t seem to get new tenants.  
Along with the sprucing up of the building painting etc. it appears there may be an effort 
to try and rent units at a higher rate once they are vacated and fixed up.  

• Apparently there are a number of evictions occurring at other building around town.  

4.  Guests: 

We had a long (80 minutes) and informative discussion with our guests. A summary of key 
points only is presented here. Luauna left several brochures and handouts with us that describe 
both the formal complaint process and alternative dispute resolution including informal 
resolution and mediation. Our discussion focused primarily on issues and encounters with police 
that would affect people on the street, staying in shelters or using social services. 

• The role of the OPCC is to provide impartial oversight to civilian complaints on 
municipal police (i.e. VicPD). 

• The first portion of the discussion was around police at Our Place. Stan noted that since 
Our Place has stated that the police are part of our community and are invited onto the 
premises by Our Place administration persons receiving service had no legal no right to 
privacy.  

• A ‘reasonable right to privacy’ exists only in situations where an individual makes some 
exchange for a space i.e. they rent a room or apartment, or lease a house, trailer etc or 
there is some proprietary interest where there is an expectation of privacy. In that case 
police may not enter without invitation except in an emergency. 
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• Important to know your rights when encountering police in a public setting. You have a 
choice not to answer. When doing street checks police may ask someone to stop and 
speak with them, but this is not required. A police officer may ask “What are you doing, 
where are you going” but that is not there business unless they have a clear reason for 
doing so.  

• Thirteen types of police conduct can be investigated. The areas most likely to impact 
people who are homeless, on the street or using services are: 
1.) Abuse of authority- Unlawful detention, search, arrest or search of residence 
2.) Being treated with discourtesy 
3.) Entering properties without reasonable cause for search 
 

• Filing a complaint- A complaint can be filed online, in person at the office or over the 
phone. Issues of fear of police, previous poor interactions, retribution, social profiling and 
other issues were raised as concerns as to why a person who is homeless or receiving 
social services would be afraid to lodge a complaint. Stan noted that CTEHV could play a 
major advocacy role in that a member of the Committee who witnessed an event or who 
had enough knowledge of the incident could lodge a complaint on an individual’s behalf. 
A Committee member could also support a complainant. Luauna is very approachable 
and her job is in part to assist individuals with the complaint process as well as matching 
a complainant with the appropriate support person to pursue a complaint. It is an offence 
to intimidate a witness or complainant in this process. Stan knows of only one situation in 
which this happened with a very definite penalty on the transgressor. 

• There is a process for establishing whether a complaint is admissible and the OPCC 
makes that determination. They must establish that an unwarranted process happened. 
When established, the complaint will be resolved in some manner whether informally, 
through mediation or through a formal investigation.  There are supports available to 
assist people in this process. 

• Service or policy complaints- That is, when you are complaining about the way a 
particular policy is interpreted by police or procedures they follow when enacting a 
policy. Complaints must go to the Police Board. Mayor Dean Fortin is chair of that board. 
Stan suggested that CTEHV or another advocacy group may wish to prepare a brief and 
present that to Mayor Fortin on a particular pattern of behavior- for example social 
profiling- that the group believes is carried on a system wide level. We can ask the Mayor 
to hear us on this issue and take it to the police board if we choose. If this goes nowhere 
we can appeal to the OPCC to have our complaint addressed by the Board.  

• Seb suggested that individuals may wish to obtain a ‘contact receipt’ from a police officer 
which details the officer, date , time and kind of contact made. This provides proof a 
contact with police did take place. He also mentioned that perhaps training agency 
frontline workers to assist in the complaints process, be witnesses or file complaints if 
necessary could be useful. 
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• Stan said his office is very aware of numerous concerns around the behavior of VicPD 
officers- these concerns have not “fallen on deaf ears”. Stan is exploring things such as 
lapel and dash cams to record police encounters. He is also working on professionalism 
within the force and believes things are much better in the department than they were 
four years ago. 

4. Business arising from last meeting: 

• Gathering on the Green II- The schedule of events was distributed. More discussion 
next week just prior to the gathering. 

• Anarchist Fair- More discussion next week. 
• GNA- Pandora Green Action- The Radical Health Alliance is sponsoring an action on 

Pandora Green Wednesday, September 18th at 11:30am. The group will present two 
versions of a neighborhood agreement the current Pandora GNA and a BNA for Pandora 
Green, that will include some ideas for a Better and more inclusive Neighbor Agreement. 
The group is making some palette benches and will leave them on the Green. People are 
invited to Seb’s house on Sunday September 15th from 1-3pm to help construct and paint 
the benches. More info next week. 
 

5. New Business/Announcements: 

• International Overdose Awareness Day is Friday, August 30th. There will a 
Community Gathering from 11am-1pm and a vigil from 1-2pm on Pandora Green on that 
day. All are welcome. 

• David Tat- Anti-Poverty Panel- David will take part in a panel at UVIC on September 
11th at 79m in Harry Hickman 110. 
 

6.  Pass the Hat: $16.50 

7.   Next meeting- Wednesday,  September 4th, 7 pm at Silver Threads. Final planning for        
Gathering on the Green II, BE THERE!!! 


